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Everything is vulnerable to 
some point!
● Computers – laptops, desktops & servers
● Devices – phones, tablets, Nintendo DS
● IoT devices – thermostats, A/C controllers
● Network equipment – switches & routers
● Software Applications
● Operating Systems
IoT Devices Make Sense for Libraries
Easy to monitor and adjust for utility cost savings
Can be remotely monitored by staff or an outside service
Little to no burden on existing staff
What is IoT?
IoT, the “Internet of Things,” is a term that
describes a network of physical objects
connected to the internet. These may be
discrete items like light bulbs or larger
systems like building automation solutions.
Embedded in each device are electronics
capable of network connectivity along with
sensors or other features.
Cyber attacks come from EVERYWHERE!!
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What Do They Want and Why??
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Not Just Personal Information
1. Hardware and Bandwidth
a. building botnets
b. serving spam   
2. Mischievous Purposes
a. Deface/Defame
b. Hosting porn/malware
Social Engineering paves the way!
Ransomware Phishing
Worms & Trojans
It all starts with an exploit kit...
What Phishing Is and 
How It Works

**Assumes $5,900 for a custom malware payload
There’s NO Stopping the Attacks, but...

The Best Defense is a Strong Passphrase!!!
It’s a Much Different World Today, and It Will Be Even More So 
Tomorrow, Even in Libraries...
Smart Devices will become more ubiquitous:
Amazon Echo/Google Home
Wireless Thermostats
Irrigation controllers (sprinkler timers)
Smart Vents
Lighting
Electrical Outlets
Appliances both large & small
Locks
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